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New Website!
THAGC has a new website.  Check it out.  I did this in anticipation of the

nationals registration and the traffic that we will get.  I anticipate that
the nationals registration will go live in the next couple of weeks.

Member registration and the FT Nationals for 2018...
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2018 THAGC member registration is open.   Follow the link on the menu on
www.thagc.com.   I prefer that it all be through paypal.  This will allow automatic
updating of the member role.  Please read the registration page before
registering.  If you can't or won't use paypal, email me about sending a check, 

As most everyone knows by now, we will be hosting the U.S. Field Target
Nationals October 5-7.  This requires a great deal of planning and work.    

There are options to help for everyone and as a group the overall load will be
pretty light.   We need help from everything from work at the range, planning to
volunteering for shifts at the sight in range to making sure air is out on the
course..... members that help with the nationals are going to get a discount on
the nationals registration.  

Nationals Work Day on January 13 in Pleasant Hill.    Bring your chain
saw, rakes, shovels, etc.  Main goal is to cut a path between the

present course and the course the new course.  Email Chris Corey for
the dirty details, topsportsman916@gmail.com

Thank you Philip Hepler!
Philip is an excellent artist and we
are very lucky to have his
contributions to the club. 

This is our logo for the nationals and
is just awesome work.
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NC Air Gun Resources
If you are a vendor or provide a
service, send me your logo and link
and we'll put you on
www.thagc.com.... no charge.  We
will be looking for sponsors for the
nationals, so think about how you
can help... whether it's a product or a
rifle tune up, we can auction it and
raise money for the club,

December online match results and January
online match 

The December online match is over and we had two winners!  Raymond and
Philip.    

They both shot well on what was a pretty challenging exercise.      Take a look
at the score and cards for Philip. and the score and cards for Raymond. 

Want to join the fun?  Here you go.... 
 

THAGC Email Match

From Raymond Hawkins:

Introducing An All New On-Line Match!

Here's the target you need to print out and shoot. 

This little match was designed to be fun, create some interest in our club while
creating a more purposeful and practical manner in which to practice. It’s my
hope that this will lead to more and better practice sessions with the ultimate
goal of improving our overall skills as a club of Field Target shooting
enthusiasts.

The number / order and required yardage for each position is as followed.

1. 20 standing shots at 20 yards.
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2. 20 kneeling shots at 30 yards.

3. 20 sitting shots at 40 yards. (This position and the aids used, is determined
by the participating shooters selected AAFTA division rules as they apply. e.g.,
straps and bag for Open, bag for WFTF, bucket and sticks for hunter or bag and
sticks if you prefer that).

The match will consist of a total of 60 shots and completed at anytime and in
any order of your choosing. It should present a challenge, especially the
standing and kneeling shots, but that's how we get better and that's the point of
this match. There will be 20, one inch bulls per target sheet. A total of three
sheets will be needed to complete the 60 shot match.

Please Note: Each set of 20 bulls can be fired at the shooters own leisure with
the only time requirement being that if you start a sheet you must finish it in one
hour's time. As each target sheet is completed you will score, sign and date
them. After all three are finished and signed they must be scanned in or
photographed and be emailed to Raymond no later than the end of December.

The target should be printed on an 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper so that each circle is
1" diameter.

The number / order and required yardage for each position is as followed.

1. 20 standing shots at 20 yards.

2. 20 kneeling shots at 30 yards.

3. 20 sitting shots at 40 yards. (This position and the aids used, is determined
by the participating shooters selected AAFTA division rules as they apply. e.g.,
straps and bag for Open, bag for WFTF, bucket and sticks for hunter).

One point will be awarded for every clean hit recorded. A clean hit is any shot
that falls inside the 1” circle / kill zone. Inside. That means that the printed line
can't be broken. 

The Shooter with the highest score wins!

Please note: Each individual participant/club member will fill out each target
sheet with the info requested, score his/her own targets and record in the place
provided at the top of each sheet. Please submit your photos, total score, and
comments along with any excuses by the end of each month via email to:

Raymond Hawkins rhawk0451@hotmail.com

The results and accompanying pictures will be posted the first of each month.
Thank you for your help and support of our club. Good luck and I hope to see
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you at the matches.
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